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Lagrangian dynamics of a charged particle in a tokamak magnetic field 
R. 0. Dendy 
AEA Fusion, Culham Laboratory (Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association), Abingdon, 
Oxfordshire OX14 3DB, Engtand 

(Received 26 June 1990; accepted 22 March 1991) 

The Euler-Lagrange equations for a charged particle in a tokamak magnetic.fieid, in the limit 
of large aspect ratio, are obtained in terms of toroidal coordinates ( r,B,#,i;B,b) from the exact 
Lagrangian, which is expressed in terms of the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fluxes. It differs 
fundamentally from the standard guiding-center approach, where the local magnetic-field 
direction defines a spatial axis, and where there is no direct link between the velocity 
coordinates and the time derivatives of the spatial coordinates, so that application to the 
particular magnetic geometry of the tokamak is often difhcult. In contrast, the tokamak 
magnetic field is specified at the outset in the present approach. For example, cyclotron motion 
in the combined poloidal and toroidal fields appears as a iibration in real space, superimposed 
on motion composed of linear nonoscillatory and averaged quadratic oscillatory terms. The 
primary application that is considered concerns the plasma response to high-frequency waves, 
using both cold plasma and kinetic treatments. A kinetic expression for cyclotron resonance is 
obtained that agrees with the gyrokinetic result [see, for example, C. N. Lashmore-Davies and 
R. 0. Dendy, Phys. Fluids B 1, 1565 ( 1989) and references therein], which differs from the 
standard expression. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
There is at present considerable interest in the develop- 

ment of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian theories of charged- 
particle motion in spatially inhomogeneous magnetic fields; 
see, for example, Refs. l-10. The majority of these ap- 
proaches share two common features. First, the local direc- 
tion of the magnetic field defines one of the spatial coordi- 
nate axes. Second, in the guiding-center system of 
coordinates that is usually employed, there is a dichotomy 
between the spatial and velocity coordinates. The three spa- 
tial coordinates are used to describe the position of the guid- 
ing center, while two of the velocity coordinates are used to 
describe the rapid cyclotron gyration; thus there is no close 
link between the velocity coordinates and the time deriva- 
tives of the spatial coordinates. The guiding-center approach 
permits a generalized treatment of charged-particle dynam- 
ics that is not specific to a particular magnetic-field geome- 
try. Conversely, the ultimate application of such theories to, 
for example, tokamak geometry is often a complex exercise. 

adopt a Lagrangian approach so that the velocity coordi- 
nates employed are simply the time derivatives of the spatial 
coordinates. Thus, for example, the cyclotron gyration of the 
charged particle will be described entirely in terms of the 
laboratory coordinates. It appears as a fast time scale libra- 
tion in (r,@ ,t,5), superimposed on the nonoscillatory motion. 
We shall consider the tokamak magnetic field in the limit of 
large aspect ratio, so that the poloidal cross section of the 
magnetic-flux surfaces is circular; see, for example, Ref. 1 I. 
This limit is taken in the interests of analytical tractability, 
but it should be noted that features such as “dee-ness,” trian- 
gularity, and the Shafranov shift are omitted. 

In this paper, we shall explore a different approach. The 
study of tokamak plasmas takes place within the framework 
of a magnetic field whose lines of force are helices wound 
around toroidal surfaces and, with this application in mind, 
we shall specialize to tokamak field geometry from the out- 
set. Particle motion will be described in terms of the labora- 
tory toroidal coordinates (r,8,4): r denotes the distance 
from the magnetic axis, which is located at a distance R, 
from the axis of symmetry, 19 denotes poloidal angle, and 4 
denotes toroidal angle. The corresponding element of length 
ds satisfies 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. Ii, we write 
down the Lagrangian of a charged particle in a tokamak 
magnetic field using toroidal coordinates, and the resulting 
Euler-Lagrange equations are divided into oscillatory and 
nonoscillatory parts, where the latter include averages of 
quadratic oscillatory terms. The effect of perturbing wave 
fields is described in terms of the cold plasma dielectric ten- 
sor in toroidal geometry, which is calculated in Sec. III. In 
Sec. IV, we exploit the simple formulation of the Vlasov 
equation in Lagrangian coordinates to examine the kinetic 
cyclotron resonance condition without the explicit use of 
guiding-center coordinates. We find agreement with the 
gyrokinetic resonance condition obtained in Kefs. 12-15, 
which differs from the “standard” condition. Our conclu- 
sions are given in Sec. V. 

II. CHARGED-PARTICLE DYNAMICS IN TOROIDAL 
GEOMETRY 

ds*=d?+rZde*f (R,+rcos@)“dq5”. (1) The motion of a particle of unit mass and charge - e in 
We note that while the coordinates (r,B,$) are appropriate a tokamak magnetic field, in the limit of large aspect ratio, 
to the laboratory, in a tokamak the magnetic field is nowhere with an electrostatic potential Valso present, is governed by 
parallel to any of these coordinates. Furthermore, we shall the toroidal coordinate Lagrangian 
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L = hi2 + $?b* -t $(Ro f rcos e)*Jl 
- (e/c)[bY,(r,B) -f@,(r)] +eV. (2) 

In Eq. (2)) the first three terms describe the particle kinetic 
energy. As we shall see from the Euler-Lagrange equations, 
the term proportional to &,( r,@ - $W, (r) gives rise to 
the Lorentz force, and the functions YP (r) and Y T (r,8) can 
be related to the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes, re- 
spectively. The Euler-Lagrange equations 

d dL aL -m--z 
dt aQi 

0 
aqi ’ 

(3) 

when applied to the Lagrangian of Eq. (2)) yield the evolu- 
tion equations 

av -e--=0, 
ar 

(5) 

(6) 

+rsinB(R,+rcosf@-eg=O, 

$ L(R0-k dy av rCOSe)*fj] +$P -e- 
c dr ad 

= 0. 

In Eqs. (4)-( 6)) the terms involving the radial gradients of 
Y, (r) and Y .(r,8) describe the Lorentz force if we define 
the poloidal and toroidal components of the magnetic field 
to be 

Bp(r,@ = 
1 dY 

2, R,+rcos$ dr (7) 

Wr,e) = +-$ y&,f%. (8) 
Equation (7) is identical to the definition of the poloidal 
field in the large-aspect-ratio limit given by Eq. (3.3.2) of 
Ref. 11. Generalized dependence of toroidal field on poloidal 
angle, typically - (R, + r cos 6) - ‘, is included in Eq. (8). 
Once we have made the identifications Eqs. (7) and (8), the 
functional form of Y, (r) and Y .(r,@ does not matter for 
our purposes, beyond the requirement that Y T be periodic in 
8. The poloidal and toroidal magnetic fluxes depend only on 
r in the present approximation, which involves circular flux 
surfaces. By definition, the magnetic fluxes are 

(R. + r’ cos 69dq5 dr’ BP (r’,@, 

r’ de dr’ B,(r’@). 

(9) 

(10) 

Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eqs. (9) and (lo), 
respectively, 

ap(r) = y,(r), (11) @T(r) = & s 2w 

Y,(r,B)d& 
0 

(12) 

Returning to, for example, Eq. (4)) the remaining terms can 
be identified physically as follows: r6 2 is the radial centrifu- 
gal force associated with poloidal motion; cos B(R, 

+ r cos 13)p is the radial comnonent of the centrifugal force 
associated with toroidal motion; and the final term describes 
the radial electric-field force. 

Because of the wide disparity in characteristic time scale 
between cyclotron motion and drift motion, we shall adopt a 
two-time scale approach. We write 

r = r. + r, + rf, 6 = 0, + Of, 4 = 4, + (pr (13) 
Here, rg, gro, which is a constant corresponding to the 
average distance of the particle from the magnetic axis, and 
the subscripts f and s refer to rapidly oscillatory and nonos- 
cillatory terms, respectively. Thus (c$~) = 0 but (4,) J-0, 
where ( ) denotes the slow time scale average. For conven- 
ience, we shall assume that the electrostatic potential V is 
sufficiently weak that it does not perturb the fast time scale 
motion; that is, recognizable cyclotron orbits exist. Let us 
now consider the oscillatory motion, which is described by 
the terms in Eqs. (4)-( 6) that are linear in the oscillatory 
quantities and otherwise involve only the zeroth-order quan- 
tities r,, Y =, and Y,: 

Ff+% ay, e. dY 
c ’ dr rc,,O, - -;6 dr -J =o, 

6, 
,‘oe;-& c!k =o, 

c f dr cne, 
dY 

CR0 -I- r. cos 6, >‘Jf -I- t tf ---& = 0. 
fi, 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Referring to Eqs. (7) and ( 8), we define cyclotron fre- 
quencies characteristic of the poloidal and toroidal magnet- 
ic-field components: 

$,(r,,B,) =“B,(r,,B,) =e 1 d\V, 
c c Rot- r,cos 0, dr ,,, ’ 

(17) 
e 1 ay, %-(ro,6,> =~B,(r,,B,) =--- 

C c r. & he, * (18) 

Then Eqs. (8)-( 10) become 
Q+ C&-rob,- C$,(R,+ rocos6S)~f=0, (19) 

roe, - f&i, = 0, (20) 
(Ro+rocos8S)~f+~,kf=0. (21) 
This system of equations can be integrated, noting that 

the secular terms generated by constants of integration 
(which of course describe the thermal motion parallel to the 
magnetic field) have nonzero slow time scale averages, and 
therefore belong in 19, and 4, rather than in 15, and (br. It is 
also convenient to define 

n(roJ%) = [Q~(ro,6,) + ~Z,(ro,~s)]“2, (22) 
which is the cyclotron frequency proportional to the total 
magnetic-field strength. We then have the following solu- 
tions to Eqs. (19)-(21): 
rf=ia,exp( - ifit) + c.c. = la,Isin(Rt + a), (23) 

8,=i$+:exp( - ifit) + C.C., 
0 

(24) 
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+rrcose exp( - ifit) + c.c., 
00 s 

(25) 
where a, is an undetermined slowly varying quantity (ci, 
g Qa, ) and C.C. denotes the complex conjugate. Equations 
(23)-( 25) describe the cyclotron motion ofthecharged par- 
ticle as a fast time scale hbration in the laboratory coordi- 
nates (r,6,#). Physically, la, 1 is the Larmor radius in the 
total magnetic field. By Eqs. ( 18) and ( 19)) Iar 1” is equal to 
the sum of the squares of the maximum poloidal displace- 
ment ro16,(max) 1 and the maximum toroidal displacement 
(R, + r, cos 6, ) I#f(max) f. We note also that the poloidal 
and toroidal Iibrations are out of phase with the radial libra- 
tion by r/2 and - r/2, respectively. 

Next, we consider the slow time scale equations of mo- 
tion that follow from Eqs. (4)-( 6). These include both the 
derivatives of slow time scale quantities, and the slow time 
scale averages (denoted by ( ) ) of quadratic oscillatory 
terms. From Eqs. (23)-(25), we note that 

(r+f) = - (ifef) = R,ta,1*/2ro, (26) 

&&) = - (9Af) = - C$(a,}2/2(Ro -I- r, cos e,), 
(27) 

<a;> = RZ,la,j2/2~, (28) 
<$> = fl~(a,12/(Ro + r, cos 6,)“. (29) 

Physically, it is convenient to define quantities 

pT=RTiar/2/27 &, =flp(arj2/2, (30) 
which are proportional to the toroidal and poloidal magnetic 
fluxes through the fast time scale orbit of the particle. 

The slow time scale radial equation of motion that fol- 
lows from Eq. (4) is 

Fs - rob,2 - r,(B;)e, - cos 6, (R, + r. cos 6, @f 

r,,,@, 

(31) 

The terms that we have neglected, for example 
- 28, (r,h,), are small compared to the terms that we have 

retained by the ratio of the fast to the slow time scale, or of r, 
tar,. Using Eqs. (26) and (28), thenEq. (l&), and thenEq. 
(8), we have 

a 2Y, 
- ro(b2 + f (rfBf) dr? r,,,c) 

JBT =- 
epT dr r&9, . c 

(32) 

Similarly, using Eqs. (27), (29), (17), and (7), 

- cos 6, CR, + r, cos 6, ) <@) - 5 (rAf) G 1 
r,, 

fePP 1 =- d2YP 
Ro -I- r, ~0s 6, d? p,, 

- cos es2 fiP 
e R, + r, cos 6, 

dB =- 1PP-g * I h es (33) 

Substituting from Eqs. (32) and ( 33) in Eq. ( 3 1 ), and using 
Eq. ( 13 ), we obtain 

+ e ro~sBTCro,es 1 
C 

- e (R, + r. cos 6, )$,B, (r,,6, ) - e g 
C I 

= 0. 
'I? 

(34) 

It is now appropriate to define the nonoscillatory poloidal 
and toroidal velocities 

De = rod,, u* = (R,+r,cos6,)&, 
so that Eq. (34) can be written in the form 

(35) 

4 F$ - - - cos 6, 4 

r0 R, f r, cos 6, 

-2 a& 
c y$.- ( I r,.ff, +ruP 

aB, 
ar I > r&, 

+5 [UeBT(r08s) - umBp(ro,6,)] - ez dr rG,.~ybq = I 
0. 

(36) 
The terms appearing here are the radial components of the 
following forces: the centrifugal forces associated with com- 
bined drift and parallel thermal motion; the ,uVB force, 
which here appears as pTVBT + ,upVB,, since B does not 
define a coordinate axis; the Lorentz force associated with 
drift motion; and the electric field. We note that by Eqs. (32) 
and (33), the ,uVB force includes two distinct physical ef- 
fects, First, there is the change in magnetic-field strength 
experienced by the particle as it undergoes fast time scale 
libration in (r,6,4). Second, there is the slow time scale- 
averaged effect of the centrifugal forces that arise from the 
fact that this libration occurs in a curved, tokamak magnetic 
field. 

The equilibrium drift velocities (discussed, for example, 
in Refs. 16 and 17) are obtained from the radial force rela- 
tion (36) when we require the radial acceleration away from 
the magnetic axis to vanish. Multiplying terms in Eq. (36) 

Ipropriate, the by unity in the form (Bg $3 $)/B 2 where ap 
equation can be written 

aB 
+k$,~ --'+T$ 

I > r, I, 8, I I r,,.e,m, 
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BP a& 
( I 

aB, 
-B2 IUTF r6 +” Jr re “9 I I > 0, I 

LB dV 
I I 

c . . 
•I- B2 ’ Jr r,,.e,r, = - e rS’ 

(37) 

Then, setting ?* = 0, the vanishing of the coefficients in curly 
brackets gives the formulas for the equilibrium poloidal and 
toroidal ,LLVB XB, EXB, and curvature drift velocities. 
These are expressed in toroidal (r,B,qb) coordinates for a to- 
kamak magnetic field. To the extent that us and v+ differ 
from their equilibrium values, the associated Lorentz force 
gives rise to radial acceleration. 

Now let us consider the slow time scale poloidal equa- 
tion of motion that follows from Eq. (5). We have, to leading 
order 

mT 
2 Cr’,& + 2ro(rf8J) -fi; ar 

r<,>e* 

-E e,e,) 21 e + r, sin 6, (R, + r, cos 19,) 
6. 5 

xtbf+(i$b-e~ re* =O. 
0. n I 

(38) 

UsingEqs. (71, (81, (171, (181, (261, (291, (30),and(35), 
this becomes 

-$(~~+~)-~~sBT~ro.6s) +sinO, R,+~fcos8, 

1 84 
+:/Jr---- 

e 1% 
r, de s,v6s + Cpp & ae r,,,~, 

1 JV -e-- = 0. 
r, ~33 h.44, 

(39) 

Similarly, the slow time scale toroidal equation of motion 
that follows from Eq. (6) is 

$ [CR,+ r, cos 6, ) ‘4, 

d?! 
+2cos8,(R,+rOcosOS)(rp$,-)] +ei;----/- c r<, 

LIV -e- = 0. 
a4 

(40) 
rd,d, 

Using Eqs. (17), (27), (30), and (35), this gives to leading 
order 

2 cam e, 

R, + r,, cos 0, 
1 dV -e 

R, + r. ~0s 6, % r,,.e,m, 
= 0. (41) 

Equations (39) and (41) illustrate the relation between slow 
time poloidal and toroidal acceleration, radial drift, and the 
forces that produce them. First, we may consistently set 

&T +p -o -=--. (42) 
dt dt ’ \ , 

since the component terms involve factors such as ds (r@,-) 
that have been neglected elsewhere; see, for example, the 
discussion of Eq. (3 1). Next, we turn to the case where the 
charged particle remains on the magnetic surface, with 

ks = 0 since the poloidal cross section of the surface is circu- 
lar in the limit of large aspect ratio considered here. Then the 
terms in Eq. (33) are, respectively, the poloidal components 
of the centrifugal force associated with toroidal drift motion; 
the ,uVB force, which involves ,u~VB, and ppVBp, as we 
discussed after Eq. (30); and the electric field. Equation 
(35) is simpler, as neither the centrifugal nor thepVB forces 
possess a toroidal component. When i; #O, so that the parti- 
cle drifts radially across magnetic surfaces, the terms in Eqs. 
(39) and (41) proportional to i+,B, and kSBp are due to the 
Lorentz force. In particular, Eq. (41) embodies the fact 
(see, for example, Refs. 18 and 19) that radial motion in- 
volves a change in canonical toroidal momentum. 

III. COLD PLASMA DIELECTRIC TENSOR IN TOROIDAL 
GEOMETRY 

Let us now continue our direct approach to toroidal 
geometry by calculating the local cold plasma dielectric ten- 
sor elements. These can be obtained very simply, with re- 
spect to laboratory (r,O,q5) toroidal coordinates, using the 
fast time scale equations of motion that follow from Eqs. (4) 
and (6). A fast time scale electric field gives rise to terms on 
the right-hand side of Eqs. ( 19)-( 21) as follows: 
?,- + sZ,r,~, - Clp (R, + r, cos O,)C$~ = - eE,, (43) 
roaf - a,$. = - eE,, (44) 
(Ro+rocos~S)~,-+flp~f= -eE,. (45) 

We recall that these equations describe small-amplitude 
excursions in real laboratory space, and we shall neglect any 
spatial variation of the electric field on this length scale. It is 
convenient to write 
(E,,J&,E,) = ~(E,,-&,,E, )exp( - iwt) + c.c., (46) 
and the particular integral of Eqs. (43 )-( 45) in the form 
[ rJ,roe,.,Wo -I- r. ~0s 0, M,-] 

= ~(a,,a,,a,)exp( - iwt) + c.c. (47) 
Here C.C. again denotes the complex conjugate and w is the 
fixed frequency of the applied fast time scale electric field. 

In general, the solutions of Eqs. (43)-( 45) are a combi- 
nation of the general solution of the homogeneous system- 
which, we have already seen, corresponds to cyclotron mo- 
tion, with an undetermined coefficient corresponding to the 
Larmor radius-and the particular integral. In the cold plas- 
ma limit, the Larmor radius tends to zero, and we need only 
consider the particular integral. Thus, substituting Eqs. 
(46) and (47) into Eqs. (43)-(45), we obtain 

i 

cd2 iall, - iws1, a, E, - i&l, a2 0 
ioCl, 0 Ia2 I[1 [I ae =e E, . 

ad J% 
(48) 

Now for particles with equilibrium number density no, 
the fast time scale current corresponding to this displace- 
ment has amplitude 

(i,, je,j4 1 = iwn,e(a,,a,,a, 1. (49) 
Denoting by M, the inverse of the matrix that appears on the 
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left-hand side of Eq. (48)) and defining the plasma frequen- curl B = ( - iw/c)e*E, e = I - &,M, (51) 
cy up = (4nn,e2) “2, it follows that 

( j,, j,, j,) = (i&/LCr)wzM*E. (50) 
where I is the identity matrix. Determination of the cold 
plasma dielectric tensor E therefore requires simply the in- 

Maxwell’s equation curl B = (4r/c) J + ( l/c)d E/at version of the matrix of Eq. (48) followed by substitution in 
becomes Eq. (51). Weobtain 

1 
1-A- .& a; . .R, 4 

la2 - i-l* 
I-- 

w w*-l-l* 
-f-- 

w w2-fk2 

E= I 
.a, a; ---- 

2 w2-o; 
w 02--i-l2 

1-S aTn, @; 

lo2 - I 

i 
. Qp @fi I-- w$ a; 1 

co; 03 - sz$. 
-g--- -- 

w co2 - cl2 co2 - f-i2 02 &)2 - fp 1 

for the local cold plasma dielectric tensor in laboratory 
(r,6,#) coordinates. The cyclotron frequencies a,, $, and 
fl are given by Eqs. (17), (18), and (22). 

We note that the derivation of E in toroidal coordinates 
from the toroidal fast time scale equations of motion, Eqs. 
(43)-( 45)) is very rapid. Using standard guiding-center the- 
ory, the derivation would be somewhat different. First, the 
dielectric tensor would be calculated from the fast time scale 
equations of motion with respect to local Cartesian coordi- 
nates, with the z-coordinate axis oriented along the magnet- 
ic-field direction. Next, the dielectric tensor would be pre- 
and postmultiplied by P-’ and P, respectively, where 

( 1 0 
p= 0 f&./R 

0 R,/cl 
to give the result of Eq. (52). 

(53) 

IV. THE KINETIC CYCLOTRON RESONANCE 
CONDITION 

It was noted in the Introduction that we have chosen a 
set of coordinates that differs from those usually employed in 
plasma theory, in that the velocity coordinates are simply 
the time derivatives of the position coordinates.The Vlasov 
equation for a distribution function f(r,&,b,i-,6&) can thus 
be written 

$;+j3+&&+$!t 
a4 

+$+a df ; ii, Jf -0 
67 aa a$ * (54) 

In the presence of a wave field, we may as usual divide f into 
an equilibrium part f, and a component f, which is due to 
wave-driven perturbations. Linearizing Eq. (54)) we obtain 

4 _ . . gi dfo ( 
‘;51;- rlfJ dk 

” so ++, 
a4 

(55) 

where d /dt ’ denotes the time der$at$e following the equi- 
Iibrium particle motion, and ( Fw, 6,) 4, ) denote wave-driv- 
en accelerations. We assume that the equilibrium is suffi- 
ciently homogeneous in space that terms such as i;, c7fo/& 
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I 

can be neglected in comparison to the terms appearing on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (55). It follows from Eqs. (43)-( 45) 
that, on the right-hand side of Eq. (55), we shall need to 
calculate the phase of the wave field at points on the equilib- 
rium particle orbit. For a single-mode approach, with wave 
vector (k,,k,,k* ), this quantity is defined by 

Y(t’) = k,r(t’) + k,ro6(t’) 
fk,~R,trocos6,MW -at’, (56) 

where the equilibrium orbit follows from Eqs. (23)-( 25) : 
r=ro+i;(t'-t) + /a,[sin(0t’-l-a), (57) 

e=e,+8,(t’-t)+ % I4 --cos(fbr’ + a), 
fi r. 

(58) 

4=s6, +&W-t) 
n -2 l&l 
0 (Ro-t-rocos~,) 

cos(m’ + a). 

Our aim in the remainder of this section is to deduce the 
kinetic cyclotron resonance condition from the expressions 
above. In doing this, we shall not encounter one of the main 
features of most treatments of cyclotron resonance, namely 
the transformation between guiding-center coordinates and 
real space, which remains an active topic of research in this 
area. Indeed, Littlejohn’ has pointed out that the principal 
difficulty in gyrokinetic theory is in transforming the kinetic 
equation to phase-space coordinates. The present approach 
sidesteps this problem, since we have remained in real-space 
coordinates throughout, and the equilibrium cyclotron mo- 
tion is expressed in these coordinates, rather than in guiding- 
center coordinates. it follows from Eqs. (56)-( 59) that the 
wave phase can be written 

Y(l’) = *o-l- ul,(t’) f Y,(t’), (60) 
where 
Y o=k,r,+k,ro6,+k,~Ro+r,cos6,>~~-wt, (61) 
Y,(t’) = [k,i; +kBrobs 

+k,(Rofro~Ose,)~S-~](f’-~), (62) 
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Y,(t’> = k,Ja,Jsin(Rt’ + a) 

+ kTla,Icos(Slt’ + a), (63) 
k, = (k&-L, -k&,)/Q. (64) 
Note that the rapidly oscillating term q,(t ‘) involves the 
two components of the wave vector that are perpendicular to 
the magnetic field, which lies in the (Q,#) plane: these are the 
radial component k,, and the transverse component k, 
which lies in the (0,d) plane perpendicular to the field. It is 
convenient to define 

k 1 = (k* + k2,)“’ 
p = tan”(k,/k,),’ 

(65) 

(66) 
so that ,Y = 0 corresponds to a purely radial wave. Next, we 
define 

r=t’-t, 

and recall the standard identity 
(67) 

exp(iasin6) = 2 J,(a)exp(in@. 
“= -co 

(68) 

Combining Eqs. (63), (64), and (66), we may write 
Y,(t’) = k,ja,jsin(fit’+a+p), (69) 

and using Eq. (68) it follows that 

exp[lV2(t’)l = 2 J,(k,la,l)exp[in(~t’+a+~)l. 
n= -m 

(70) 
We can now obtain an expression for the full wave phase 
term. Using Eqs. (61), (62), and (70) in Eq. (60), and 
recalling Eq. (67), we may write 

exp[rY(t’) 1 = expW,I 2 CJ,, (k, Ia,] 1 
It= -ca 

Xexp[in(fiRt + a +pU,l 
xexp[i(k,i; + kg,,b, 
+k,(R,+r,cos8,)~,+n~---W)r]). 

(71) 
This is the wave phase term that appears on the right-hand 
side of Eq. (55). The value of f,(t) will depend on the inte- 
gral of this expression from r = - CQ to r = 0, and it follows 
from Fq. (71) that the condition for stationary phase in this 
integral is 

k,L, + k,r& + k, (R, + r, cos 0,)& + nil - w = 0. 
(72) 

This is the cyclotron resonance condition. As we have seen in 
Sec. II, the velocities that multiply the components of the 
wave vector describe the combined drift and parallel thermal 
motion. In Eq. (72)) the value of R is that defined by Eq. 
(22) for the equilibrium particle orbit, given by Eqs. (23)- 
(25)) that we have used. Thus fi = fi (r&J, ) is the cyclotron 
frequency evaluated at the point about which fast time scale 

libration occurs, which is of course the guiding center. The 
remaining terms in the resonant denominator of Eq. (72) 
are the wave frequency w, and terms associated with nonos- 
cillatory velocities, corresponding to Doppler and drift 
effects. 

We conclude that the cyclotron resonance condition in a 
tokamak magnetic field given by the present Lagrangian ki- 
netic approach agrees with the conditionL2 that is obtained 
using gyrokinetic theory.‘3-‘5 This condition differs from 
the “standard” version in that the cyclotron frequency is 
evaluated at the guiding-center position, rather than the par- 
ticle position. In the gyrokinetic approach, the linearized 
perturbations are calculated in guiding-center coordinates, 
and there is a subsequent transformation back to real space. 
The present treatment involves no such transformation, 
since the particle motion in the inhomogeneous magnetic 
field is followed in real space throughout. It is encouraging 
that these distinct approaches agree on the cyclotron reso- 
nance condition. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The Lagrangian approach described in this paper per- 
mits direct analytical particle-following in real space for a 
tokamak magnetic field in the limit of large aspect ratio. It 
differs from the usual guiding-center approach in two ways. 
First, because of the specific choice of magnetic field and 
coordinate system, it is possible to deal explicitly with the 
tokamak field from the outset. Second, because Lagrangian 
velocity coordinates-that is, time derivatives of spatial co- 
ordinates-are used, the Vlasov equation takes a particular- 
ly simple form. As a result, it has been possible to examine 
the kinetic cyclotron resonance condition from a direct par- 
ticle-following point of view, and obtain confirmation of the 
gyrokinetic condition previously obtained in Refs. 12-15. 
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